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Principlesare outlinedfor symmetry loweringof a mixedcrystalcomposed of host and tai_or-m_ad"]_"_

additive molecules,based on selectiveocclusionof the latterthrough a subset of surface sites of

the growingcrystal, the symmetryof the surface generallybeing lower than that of the bulk. A

survey is givenof the variousmethodsand approachesused to detectthe reductionin symmetry.

These include changes in crystal morphology,detection of enantiomeric segregation of chiral

additives in "centrosymmetric"crystals, generationof second harmonic optical signals,optical

birefringence,asymmetricphotoreactionsin thecrystallinestate and X_rayand neutrondiffraction.

The latter two methodsare appliedto mixedcrystalsof cinnamamide(host)and thienylacrylamide

(additive). The diffraction analysis demonstratedthat the mixed crystals are composed of six

sectorsof reducedsymmetry,from monocliniccentrosymmetricP211cto triclinicP1 infour sectors

and possiblyPc in the remainingtwo. The X-ray ditfractiondata were not sufficientlyaccurateto

permit assignment of the absolute structuresof the P1 sectorswith the use of anomalous X-ray

scattering. Thus, by this method one could not ascertainthe absolute orientationof the guest

moleculeson the surfacesitesthroughwhichthey were selectivelyoccluded.This ambiguitywas

resolved by assignmentof the absolute configurationof the chiralheterophotodimers,between

host and guest, in enantiomericexcess in the P1 sectors, after irradiationwith UV light. These

resultslead to thedefiniteconclusionthat the selectiveocclusionof thienylacrylamidearisesfroma

replacementof attractive C-H ..--_ (electron) interactionsbetween host moleculesby a repulsive

sulfur(lone pairelectron)...._(electron)interactionsbetweenguestand hostat the crystalsurfaces.
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Introduction

Principles of reduction in symmetry.

Recently we reported changes in crystal habit and composition during

crystallization caused by the presence in solution of minor amounts (1-10%) of

an additive with molecular structure similar to that of the host, but sufficiently

different that only minute (up to 1%) amounts thereof were eventually occluded

into the crystal le. We could infer that the additive may be adsorbed only at the

, . . surface sites on those faces such that the part of the absorbate that differs from

the host emerges from the surface. Once absorbed the additive inhibits the

regular deposition of oncoming molecular layers leading to morphological

changes as illustrated in scheme 1. The change is not only of a morphological

nature, but may also be structural. For example, in view of selective adsorption

and occlusion through a subset of crystal faces the additives will be

anisotropically distributed within the crystal, leading to a mixed crystal of sectors

coherently compounded together. Furthermore, since the point symmetries of the

crystal faces are generally lower than that of the bulk, the additive may be

occluded through a subset of surface sites on the preferred faces and so would

occupy a subset of ali the symmetry-related sites in the crystal leading to a

reduction in crystal symmetry 6"13.

We shall illustrate the concept of reduction in crystal symmetry upon selective

occlusion through an example of a schematic molecular arrangement in a motif

of point group 2/m 14.

The packing arrangement in scheme 2 exhibits space symmetry P21/c. In this

arrangement the open figures are related to the striped ones by twofold screw

rotation, to the grey figures by glide symmetry and to the dashed ones by centers

of inversion. Note the corresponding operations of the 2/m point symmetry. The

crystal is delineated by three different sets of symmetry related faces, the two top

and bottom {010} faces, the four diagonal {011} faces and the two opposite {001}

side faces. One can easily see in scheme 3 that an additive molecule, in dark,

bearing an appropriately modified group will be able to substitute for one of the

four different substrate molecules at each of the four diagonal {011} faces.

Occlusion of additive through the four diagonal faces will lead to a crystal

composed of four sectors (scheme 3). The symmetry in each sector will be P1 in

accordance with the surface symmetry of pl of each of the four symmetry-related

diagonal faces. Moreover the four sectors are related by the overall point
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symmetry 2/m of the pure crystal. This result is in.keeping with Curie's law 15,
which states that the overall symmetry of a system cannot be reduced unless

outside asymmetric forces have been applied to the system.

Different methods for detection of symmetry lowering.

The reduction in symmetry of crystals was demonstrated by different methods on

a variety of systems. One method, albeit far from definitive, involved change in

morphology. This change indicated that the additive was preferentialy bound to a
subset of crystal faces, but only suggested that the additive was preferentialy

absorbed at a subset of symmetry-related sites on those faces, which would lead

to a reduction in crystal symmetry upon eventual occlusion. A more conclusive
method involved detection by HPLC of enantiomeric segregation of chiral
additives occluded in "centrosymmetric" crystals. For example when the (z-form

of glycine, which in pure form is centrosymmetric monoclinic, is grown in an
aqueous solution containing a racemic mixture of (z-amino acids, the latter

segregate into enantiomeric islands at opposite halves within the crystal along

its symmetry axis. This separation into enantiomeric territories is a consequence
of the chiral-selective adsorption and occlusion of the additives thro_Jgh the

opposite enantiotopic (namely, of opposite chirality) faces of the crystal6,7,13.
Such enantiomeric segregation leading to a loss of crystallographic center of
inversion was also observed in the host-guest systems of (R,S) serine-(R,S)

threonine 8 and glycylgycine-glycyl-(R,S)-Ieucine 9. A loss of a crystallographic

inversion symmetry was also detected by generation of a second harmonic

optical signal, which is a fingerprint of an acentric crystal. The method is easily

applicable if either the host or guest molecule has a large hyperpolarizability.

°N 0

1

Thus second harmonic generation was detected in single crystals of o_-glycine

grown in the presence of the p-nitrophenyllysine and single crystals of 1 grown

in presence of the dinitro derivative _a. Note here that whereas the molecular

structure of the host is non centrosymmetric, that of the guest is. Reduction in

symmetry was also shown by solid-state photodimerization in the host-additive

system of cinnamamide-cinnamic acid 17 and will be discussed in this paper.

Optical birefringence properties of crystals have also been taken advantage of
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symmetry lowering in host-additive systems, as demonstrated by McBride and

coworkers 18-2°who studied the molecular recognition at the growing surfaces of

the tetragonal crystals of cis (11-bromoundecanoyl)peroxide

(Br(CH2)!0COOC(CH2)10Br) when grown in the presence of a guest where one

of the two Br atoms is replaced by an H group(denoted as Br...... H). The mixed

crystals contain as much as 15% Br...... H. The pure plate-like crystals are not

birefringent for light traveling perpendicular to the plate. However the mixed

crystals proved to be birefringent, indicating unsymmetrical incorporation of the

Br ...... H additives during crystal growth. McBride and Kahr 18 related this

observation to recent comprehensive studies by Akizuki and his collaborators,

who explained optical anomalies of several minerals in terms of proposed

differences among nominally symmetry-related unit cell sites at growth
surfaces21-23.

In ali the host-additive systems, studied in our laboratory, the concentration of

occluded additive was generally too low (maximally 1%) to permit detection of

reduction in symmetry by X-ray or neutron diffraction measurements 4. The

question had arisen from our work on tailor-made additives whether a reduction

in symmetry would occur in host-additive systems where the difference in

molecular structure is sufficiently minor as to permit occlusion of additive, up to

say 20%, and so be amenable to study by X-ray or neutron diffraction.

Symmetry lowering by 0 ....0 lone pair repulsion.

For this purpose we made use of solid solutions of guest carboxylic acids

(XCO2H) in host primary amides (XCONH2), where the OH moiety is substituted

for an NH2 group 17,24"26.We had found, by neutron diffraction at low temperature

(18K), _hat the symmetry of a solid solution of 15% carbon-deuterated aspartic

acid in carbon-protonated asparagine is reduced to monoclinic P1211: the

symmetry of pure asparagine monohydrate is orthorhombic noncentrosymmetric

P212121, This reduction in symmetry 4,25 was explained in terms of the

preference of aspartic acid to avoid those surface sites on the {010} plate-like

faces that would impose the lone-pair electrons of the guest hydroxyl oxygen

atom, to form a repulsive O(hydroxyl)...O(carbonyl) contact 3,27-29with a host

molecule. Normally, the O(carbonyl) participates in an (amide) N-H...O hydrogen

bond. Incorporation of the acid in such an orientation would substitute a 2

kcal/mole (O...©) repulsion for a 6 kcal/mole N-H...O attraction 3.



The detection of symmetry lowering in asparagine-aspartic acid by neutron
diffraction would have been strongly masked had the effect of crystal sectoring

not been taken into account. The specimen crystal was grown with only one of its

two {010} plate like faces, through which the aspartic acid is selectively
occluded, exposed to solution. A lack of awareness that symmetry lowering in

solid solutions, when present, would occur in different sectors of the crystal,

where the structures of these different sectors are related to each other by the

point symmetry of the pure crystal, may be the essential factor why symmetry
reduction was not observed long ago. However, as pointed out by Kahr and

McBride la, anomalies in optical mineralogy had been noted over the years in

which high symmetry minerals show division into sectors with lowered symmetry,

but this phenomenon was usually attributed to strain fields or gross chemical

segregation. Only as recently as 1988 Allen and Buseck, making use of optical
and X-ray measurements on optically anisotropic grossular garnets, established

that during growth selective incorporation of Fe3+ for AI3+ had lowered the
symmetry of individual sectors3°.

For the amide-acid, systems we next took advantage of the fact that

centrosymmetric crystals possess chiral surfaces and that the selective occlusion

of guest through these surfaces will cause a loss of the center of symmetry. Thus

in a manner analogous to asparagine-aspartic acid, the additive E-cinnamic acid

was found to induce a loss of the center of symmetry in the mixed crystal of E-

cinnamamide 17,which, in pure form, appears in a centrosymmetric monoclinic
arrangement. The concentration of occluded guest was 1%; thus the reduction in

crystal symmetry could not be reliably detected by X-ray or neutron diffraction.

Hence the loss of the inversion symmetry was detected by asymmetric

photodimerization between host and guest. Advantage was taken of the fact that

cinnamamide forms close packed centrosymmetric pairs with a 4A

intermolecular separation between their C=C groups. In pure form cinnamamide

yields centrosymmetric dimers S upon UV irradiation31,32.Thus replacement of

one of the molecules in the pair by cinnamic acid yields a chiral dimer, leading to

an optically active photoproduct in a sector of the host-additive crystal.

Symmetry lowering by repulsion between/one pairs and _ electrons.

•The question then arose whether we could induce a reduction in crystal
symmetry, where the repulsion between host and guest would be lower than

between cinnamic acid and cinnamamide. The idea proposed, was to replace



'the herring-bone contacts between the aromatic C-H groups and 7celectron

clouds of neighboring phenyl rings of the cinnamamide 2 molecules by
unfavorable contacts between lone-pair electrons and the = electron system. The

electrostatic attraction of the C-H...= (cloud) interaction is supported by the

already accepted idea that C-H bonds are sufficiently acidic to form attractive C-
H...O hydrogen bonds 33,34 coupled with the recent results of the microwave

spectra of jet-cooled 1:1 clusters of benzene with water that demonstrate that
both hydrogens of the water molecule point towards the = cloud with a distance

of 3.3A between the oxygen atom and the benzene ring35.We chose the sulfur
atom in the thienyl ring of thienylacrylamide 3, to provide the lone pair electrons,

for the following reasons. Solid solutions between molecules bearing phenyl

and thienyl groups are well known36. Evidence that the interactions between the
lone pair lobes of the thienyl sulfur atoms and the aromatic _: electron systems

are repulsive is partially borne out by the fact that analogous compounds with

and without sulfur atoms such as naphthalene37and thiophten3a, benzoic acid 39

and 2-thiophenic acid 4° are not isostructurai; the sulfur lone pair-= electron

interactions are not encountered in the sulfur containing analogues.
A reduction in crystal symmetry in cinnamamide 2-thienylacrylamide 3, by

selective occlusion of guest into a subset of symmetry related sites in

appreciable concentration, say as low as 5%, would be clearly detectable by X-

ray diffraction, because of the presence of the sulfur as a relatively strong X-ray
scatterer. Neutron diffraction would also be a suitable probe, because the atoms

of the host phenyl and guest thienyl rings do not coincide and one can also take

advantage of the difference in the neutron scattering length of hydrogen and
deuterium. Moreover it has been previously demonstrated that irradiation with
light (X > 350 nm) of a solid solution of cinnamamide : thienylacrylamide grown

from the melt leads to the formation of the heterophotodimers 41. In the mixed

crystal there was no energy transfer from guest to host, so that the photoproduct

distribution directly reflected the molecular occupancy of thienylacrylamide

inside the cinnamamide crystal. Thus a loss of the crystal inversion symmetry,
should yield an optically active photoproduct, in a manner akin to cinnamamide-
cinnamic acid.

Cinnamamide crystallizes in the centrosymmetric space group P21/c (a=9.56,
o

b=5.14, c=16.01A, 13=94.1") yielding prismatic crystals elongated in the b

direction. When cinnamamide is crystallized in presence of additive 2-

thienylacrylamide the morphology of the crystal changes (Fig.1).The four {011}
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faces become more pronounced, implying that the thienyl molecules are

occluded primarily through these faces. According to the space group and the
structure of the crystal (P21/c) the four {011} faces are not only chiral, but the two

dimensional plane symmetry of each face is pl and so exposes four

independent surface sites, corresponding to the four symmetry related sites in

the bulk, as shown in Figure 2. By virtue of the crystal point symmetry 2/m the two
faces (011) and (011') are homochiral and congruent and enantiomeric to the

(011) and (01q)faces; related to the former by mirror symmetry. This structural

property has already been described in the section under Principles of reduction

in symmetry. Cinnamamide molecules at.these {011} faces display a herring-
bone arrangement, which involves interactions between specific aromatic C-H

groups and the _:-electrons of neighboring phenyl rings. We envisaged that the

desired site-selective adsorption and occlusion of guest thienylacrylamide
molecules through these faces could be achieved through replacement of the

"herring-bone" contact by unfavorable contacts between sulfur lone-pair
electrons and the _ electron system (Figure 3).

Consequently, as shown in Figure 4, 2-thienylacrylamide should be adsorbed

most easily at site I on face (011),because the sulfur ring atom emerges from the
crystal surface. The guest cannot occupy as easily site 2 at which the sulfur atom

would point into the crystal bulk. At sites 3 and 4, the thienyl ring of a guest
would lie almost parallel to the face and so there should be little difference in

their relative ease of adsorption, but certainly a greater adsorption than at site 2

but less than at site 1. Any inequality in the average guest occupancy will result

in reduction of symmetry; preferential occlusion at site 1 must yield space

group Pl. (An analogous symmetry lowering has also been shown schematicaly
in the section under Principles of reduction i.n symmetry) Adsorption of

thienylacrylamide takes place also through faces of type {001}, as revealed by
changes in morphology. A selective occlusion through faces of this type should

lead to symmetry Pc, given that the guest should be adsorbed more easily at

sites 1,4 than at 2,3. As for guest occlusion through the two {100} faces,

examination of the packing arrangement suggested that absorption through ali
the four sites 1- 4 , should tend to be equally probable. Experimental

considerations imposed upon us to make use of specimen crystals containing

both (100) and (_00)faces, so that any reduction in crystal symmetry arising from
minor differences in guest occlusion through these two faces would in any event
be masked out. The mixed crystal may thus be divided in six sectors of reduced



symmetry (Figure 5), with the structure of the sectors related to each other by the

2/m point symmetry of the host crystal: the two joined sectors of symmetry P1 of
type A at one half of the crystal along the symmetry axis b, will be congruent to

each other and enantiomorphous to the two joined sectors of type ,_ at the
opposite half. The two Pc sectors (type B), should have opposite polarity along
the c axis.

On the basis of the photochemical and structural arguments presented, we

anticipated that irradiation of a specimen crystal should yield the optically active

dimers 4a and 4b of opposite chirality in excess in the sectors A and

respectively. For example in the sector A(O'[1), delineated by the (011) face,
thienylacrylamide guest molecules should populate site 1 more than site 2, and
site 3 somewhat more than site 4. We note that the two sites within each pair 1

and 3, and 2 and 4 are related by twofold screw symmetry and that the two pairs

are related by inversion symmetry. Thus thienylacrylamide at sites 1and 3 will

photoreact with cinnamamide at sites 2 and 4 to yield the chiral mixed dimer 4a.
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Results and Discussion

Diffraction analysis of cinnamamide-thienylacrylamide
Here we describe the results of the X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements

and the crystal structure refinement of the mixed crystals of cinnamamide:2-

thienylacrylamide. Complementary information of a more specialized nature,
such as the neutron diffraction data collection, is presented in the experimental
section.

Mixed crystals containing (host) cinnamamide and (guest) thienylacrylamide
were grown from an ethyl acetate solution containing 30% guest. A

concentration ranging from 7.5 to 8% guest was found occluded in the mixed

crystals, according to HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography)
measurements. For the X-ray diffraction study of the mixed crystals, a specimen

was chosen from which a chip of regular dimensions 0.2 to 0.3 mm was cut from

each of the two enantiomorphous (011) and (011)faces, as well as from the (001)

face. The X-ray diffraction measurements were performed on these three crystal
sectors, labeled A (011), ,Z,(0_1) and B (001) cooled to a temperature of 100°K.

To reduce systematic errors, in particular the effect of multiple X-ray diffraction,

the Bragg reflections of each of the crystal sectors was measured in three

different crystal orientations and the intensity data sets were subsequently

averaged. To help facilitate the structure-factor least-squares refinement

procedure of the mixed crystals X-ray diffraction measurements were also
performed on crystals of pure cinnamamide and pure 2-thienylacrylamide cooled
to a temperature of 100°K. The results of these X-ray experiments are

summarized in Table 1. The crystals structures of pure cinnamamide and 2-

thienylacrylamide were refined in a straightforward way, yielding fit indices
[R(F)=0.034, Rw(F_=0.046]and [R(F)=O.054,Rw(F)=0.066] respectively.

The neutron diffraction measurements were performed on a pure cinnamamide

crystal and on a large sector cut from a mixed cinnamamide (C-D deuterated) •

thienylacrylamide (C-H protonated) crystal. The pure crystal was cooled to a

temperature of 100°K. The cut sector of the mixed crystal, exposing an uncut

(011)face and so labeled A (011),was cooled to a temperature of 200°K. Results
are summarized in Table 2. Structure factor refinement of the pure crystal yielded

R(F2)=0.038.



Evidence in favor of a reduction from monoclinic to triclinic symmetry (Pl) for

each of the three sectors ,4 (011),A (011) and A (011)was first apparent from the
measurements of the unit cell angles o_and y in the pure and mixed crystals

(Table 3), which in a monoclinic system would be 90°. According to Table 3 the
deviations of the angle 3'from 90° in the mixed crystal specimens are significant.

The X-ray measurements yielded y angles of 89.871(4)° and 90.113(4) ° for the

A(011) and ,_ (011)sectors respectively. These two angles are complementary to
each other in the sense that y(A) = 180 - y(A-) because the X-ray data of the two

sectors from one crystal were measured with respect to the same axial system. A
similar trend holds for the o_angle, although here the deviation from 90° was

minor; o_(A)=90.018(6) ° and o_(,4)=89.969(20) °. The neutron diffraction
measurements of an A(011) sector yielded 't=90.114(2) ° and o_=89.980(4)°, Ali

these results are suggestive of a triclinic unit cell and an enantiomorphous
m

relationship between the unit cells of A and A and are striking in comparison to
the measured angles of pure cinnamamide [o_=89.999(2)°, "/=90.008(2)°] and for

those measured for the crystal sector B(001) of anticipated monoclinic Pc crystal
symmetry [o_=89.998(2)°, 7=90.005(2)°].

More concrete evidence in favor of space group P1 as against P21/c for the A

and ,,_crystal sectors is provided by the internal agreement factors R, betweens

the observed symmetry-related X-ray reflections F2(hkl) assuming Laue point

symmetry 1 as against 2/m, which would correspond in the specimen crystals to

triclinic and monoclinic symmetry respectively. The R(F2) values42 for the two

point groups are [0.039, 0.044]43for crystal sector A (011)and [0.041, 0.043]44for

sector A (011). The neutron diffraction measurements from crystal sector A (011)

yielded [0.0265, 0.0398] for Laue symmetry 1 and 2/m respectively 4s. These
results are indicative of a loss of both the glide and twofold screw symmetry

elements but not of the center of inversion, because the triclinic crystal may in

principle eyhibit P_symmetry.

A direct indication of the loss of the glide and twofold screw symmetries for

crystal sectors A (011) and ,E,(0"[1)was provided by the presence of several of
the symmetry "forbidden" X-ray reflections (h0/),/=2n + 1 and (0k0), k=2n + 1. A
value of 5.3 was obtained for the ratio I/c(I) for the set of 150 symmetry forbidden
reflections, where I is the net intensity and _(I) its estimated error. _ scans48for

several "symmetry"-forbidden X-ray reflections confirmed the presence of

residual intensities despite the sometimes observed effect of multiple diffraction
as shown in Fig 6. _ scans of symmetry-forbidden neutron reflections on crystal
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sector ,_ (011) also confirmed the presence of residual, although weak,

intensities (fig. 6). But we note that the relatively large size of the specimen

crystal and the constant neutron scattering length for atoms as a function of sin
e/X, increases the probability of multiple diffraction in the neutron experiments.

The following procedure was adopted to establish, by crystal structure
u

refinement, the symmetry of the crystal sectors A and A. Essentially the same

method was applied to the X-ray and the neutron diffraction data sets. The crystal
structures of the A and A sectors were refined by a structure-factor least-squares

procedure, first assuming P21/c symmetry. A "composite" molecule was

constructed from a cinnamamide molecule and a 2-thienyl moiety. The molecular

geometries of these two components were taken from their pure low-temperature

crystal structures. The two r_lolecules were treated as rigid bodies with
constraints imposed on their overlap, atomic displacement parameters and

occupancies 47. The crystal structure refinements assuming P21/c symmetry

yielded fit indices R(F') of 0.042 and 0.045 for the two sectors A (011) and ,E,(011)
studied by X-rays and 0.0482 for the A (011) sector studied by neutrons• The

respective host-guest occupancies of sectors A(011) and ,Z,(01'1)of [0.922(2),

0.0780(3)] and [0.923(2), 0.077(2)] are in good agreement with the concentratien

of thienylacrylamide as determined by HPLC measurements on these specimen

crystals. These three crystal structures were then refined with P1 symmetry. The

number of variables were kept to a minimum by retaining the refined geometry

and the values of the atomic displacements parameter Uij of the P21/c structure
and refining only the overall scale factor and the relative host-guest occupancy

of each of the four "symmetry"-related composite molecular sites in the unit cell4a.

The resulting X-ray and neutron crystal structure refinements yielded R(F) fit

indices of 0.038, 0.040 and 0.0475 for the ,_ (011),A (011) and A (011) sectors

respectively. These values are lower that the corresponding fit indices for the
P21/c model structure (vide supra 0.042, 0.045, 0.0482 ), but do the refined

molecular occupancies make chemical sense in terms of the proposed model of

adsorption and occlusion through the {011} faces? The guest occupancies of
each of the four sites 1,2, 3, 4, for the three crystal sectors are listed in Table 4.

We compare the occupancies of the four molecules with their orientations

relative to the corresponding {011} face through which the guest molecules

were occluded into the crystal. To facilitate this comparison '.we refer ali

occupancies to that of crystal sector ,_ (011), by applying the appropriate point

symmetry element to molecules 1, 2, 3, 4. For example the four ( 1,2, 3, 4) sites

11
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at face (01 1) would transform to sites 4, 3, 2, 1 respectively by application of m

symmetry. The most significant difference in occupancy corresponds to the two

sites related by inversion symmetry at which the thienyl ring is almost

perpendicular to the plane of the {011} face though which the guest was

occluded. For sector ,_ (0[1) this corresponds to sites 1 and 2. The average guest

occupancies for such sites in the three crystal sectors are 0.146 and 0.016. The

two sites with the smallest difference in occupancy are those related by a center

of inversion, at which the thienyl ring needs to be parallel to the plane of the

{01 1} face through which the guest was occluded. For sector ,_ (011) this

corresponds to sites 3 and 4. The average guest occupancies for these types of

sites in the three crystals sectors are 0.066 and 0.063. These occupancies at the

four sites are in keeping with the proposed mechanism of preferred adsorption

and occlusion of guest into the crystal through the four {011} faces, but for one

remaining and central ambiguity. The X-ray diffraction data were not sufficiently

accurate to allow us to assign the absolute configuration of the crystal sectors.

The same fit index R(F) was obtained for tha two crystal sectors ,Z,(011) and

A(011) upon generating the inverted crystal structure by reversing the signs of ali

xyz atomic coordinates. Moreover a comparison of the intensities of Bijvoet pairs,

I(hkl) and I(/_/_/) of selected X-ray reflections did not allow us to ascertain the

absolute configuration of the specimen crystals. Thus although the X-ray and

neutron diffraction studies have demonstrated the reduction in crystal symmetry

to P1 for the A and ,E, sectors, they do not yield the orientation of preferred

adsorption of guest through the {011} faces. An analogous question was readily

answered in the neutron diffraction study of (S) Asparagine-(S) Aspartic acid 2s,

because the absolute configuration of the molecule and thus the crystal was

known. The ambiguity in the case of cinnamamide-thienylacrylamide was

resolved by assignment of the absolute configuration of the chiral hetero

photodimers in excess in the A-type crystal sectors, described in the next section.

An examination of reduction of crystal symmetry for the B(001) sector was not

conclusive as for the A and A sectors. For example the _ scans of the

"symmetry"-forbidden OkO k=2n+l reflections did not reveal the presence of net

intensities. The crystal structure of the B(001) sector was refined in a manner

analogous to that of the A and A sectors. Fit indices R(F) of 0.044 and 0.0435

were obtained for the space groups P21/c and Pc respectively. The occupancies

of sites 1, 4 and 2, 3 for space group Pc were 0.100(1) and 0.039(1) respectively.

Although the difference in occupancies of the two sets of sites appears to be
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statistically _ignificant, there was not corroborating evidence for reduction in
n

crystal symmetry, as was found for the A and A sectors.

Assignment of Absolute Configuration of the Mixed Crystal Segments by
Sofid State Photodimerization

In accordance with the X-ray and neutron diffraction results irradiation with
monochromatic light of sectors A and A cut from single crystals yielded

optically active photodimers 4a and 4b. Circular dichroism and gas

chromatography on a chiral column, showed that the photoproducts

obtained in excess from the A and A type sectors are enantiomers with an
e.e. in the range of 40-69% (Figure 8 and Figure 9)

As expected, photoirradiation of sector B of the crystal yields a racemic
mixture of both enantiomers.

In order to determine the absolute configuration of the dimers 4a and 4b,
the S-(+)-sec-butyl diesters of the products obtained from sector A and ,_

were prepared. According to HPLC analyses the mixtures consisted of
about 90% heterodimer diester 4, about 7% of truxillic diester 5 and 3% of

dithiophenediester6. Assuming, that the spectcum of the heterodimer

diester is a combination of the spectra of the truxiilic acid di-S-(+)- sec-butyl

diester and the corresponding dithiophene dimer diester (Figure 10), then

the peaks of relevance are the doublets at 0.92 and 1.01 ppm respectively.

These doub!ets don't overlap and so their intensities can yield which ,

enantiomer is present in excess. These peaks belong to the methyl group A

of the sec-butyl at C(1), of absolute configuration S and to methylgroup A of
the sec-butyl at C(3), which has absolute configuration R. The doublets

undergo deshielding from the neighboring aromatic ring in the cis position.
The homodimer melecules lost the center of inversion, because of

esterification with S-(+)-sec-butanol and thus have absolute configuration

"_ 1S,2R,3R,4S. The ratio of the doublets at 0.92 and 1.01 ppm in the

I spectrum of the diesters of material isolated from sector A was _:4, after
correction for the presence of homodimers (Figure 11a). This result

indicates that the enantiomer with absolute configuration R at C(3), in which

the ester group is cis to the phenyl ring arid absolute configu,'ation R at

C(1), in which the ester group is cis to the thienyl ring, is found in excess.
Thus enantiomer 4a of absolute configuration 1R,2S,3R,4R is formed in

excess in segment A at the +b end of the crystal. Likewise, the ratio of the
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doublets in the spectrum of the diesters of material isolated from sector ,_

was 4:6 (Figure lib). Thus dimer 4b with absolute configuration

1S,2R,3S,4S is formed in excess in segment A

Conclusion

The reduction in crystal symmetry of solid solutions depends upon molecular

recognition at the surfaces of the growing crystal. The principles are thus

applicable to ali molecular crystals, be they organic, inorganic or crystals
containing biological macromolecules. The symmetry lowering provides a

powerful tool for probing subtle molecular interactions• In the present study we
have demonstrated symmetry lowering in di_;e:ent sectors of the specimen
crystals arising from intermolecular repulsion between lone pair electrons and

electron clouds. The cumulative evidence is now overwhelming that mixed

single crystals composed of host and guest molecules of similar structure and

shape can comprise sectors with different host-guest distributions and

symmetries lower than that of the host crystal.
q

Experimental.

CD spectra were measured with a Jasco 500 spectrophotometer. UV

spectra were measured on a Hewlett Packard 8450A diode array
spectrophotometer. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 270 MHz

spectrometer. GC spectra were made on a Hewlett Packard 5890 gas
chromatograph equipped with a 25m. fused silica ChirasiI-L-Valine

capillary column (purchased from Chrompack) at 180°C, with 0.9 bar carrier

gas (He) and FID detection. HPLC analyses were done on a Waters HPLC
equipped with a 240x4.6mm Rp 18 chromosorb 5 _m column; the eluent

was 40% acetonitrile in bufferacetate 0.05M pH3.9 at flowrate l ml/min for
the monomers and 25% acetonitrile for the reaction mixture. TLC was

done on silica in toluene:dioxane:acetic acid 200:50:8. The detection was

done by UV and sprayed with 2.6 dichlorophenolindophenol (80mgr/100ml
ethanol) or with isatin (0.4 gr/100ml H2SO4 97% in order to detect the

thiophene containing compounds). The Rf for pheny_ ring and thienyl ring
containing compounds under these conditions are identical. However on

qll__ ,1,



Rp 8 TLC plates, 40% acetonitrile or methanol in buffer acetate pH 4.0

O.05M when run twice, separation is possible. For the diester mixtures TLC

was done on silica with 5% ethyl acetate in hexane as eluent. HPLC

analyses of the S-(+)-sec-butyl diesters of 4 were performed on a 10 cm. Rp
18 column with eluent 30% water in acetonitrile at flowrate 0.5 ml/rain (HP

1050 quatenary pump, Jasco 875 UV/Vis detector, HP integrator.

Preparation of materials. Cinnamamide was obtained via the acylchloride

and reaction with amonia, as described for the preparation of amides in

Vogel's textbook of Practical Organic Chemistry.
2-thienylacrylamide and 3-thienylacrylamide were prepared according to

the same methods from the corresponding acids, recrystallized from ethyl
acetate and sublimed.

2-thienylacrylic acid was prepared by condensation of thiophene-2-

carboxaldehyde (1/3 mole) with malonic acid (3/4 mole) 150mi pyridine with

2.5ml piperidine.

3-thienylacrylic acid was prepared by the same method from thiophene-3-

carboxaldehyde.
Derivatization of materials for GC. The retention times for the thienyl and

phenyl ring containing compounds are identical on the ChirasiI-L-Valine

column. Thus the mixture to be analyzed was refluxed in ethanol with

Raney Nickel (which was prepared according to Fieser and Fieser, vol 1),
for 2 days. Afterwards the reduced reaction mixture was filtered and the

solvent evaporated and reacted with 25% trifluoroacetic anhydride in

methylene chloride for lhr at 0°C.

Preparation of the optically active sec-butyl esters of compound 4. The

thienyl phenyl heterodimer 4 was refluxed for 48 hfs with methanol/HCI,

after which the solvent was evaporated. The crude reaction product was

dissolved in methylene chloride, extracted with water, sodium bicarbonate
solution and water. Afterwards the methylene chloride fraction was dried

over MgSO4 and evaporated. The mixture which also contained monomer

Methyl ester was cleaned by flash chromatography on a 1 cm _ silica

column with 5% ethyl acetate in hexane as eluent. The clean methyl ester
was transesterified with S-(+)_butanol/HCI during 24 hrs reflux and followed

by identical workup as described for the methyl ester. AIIthough the material



was nearly completely clean according to TLC, it was cleaned on a small

silica column with 2.5% ethyl acetate in hexane.

NMR: Ali spectra were recorded at a 270 Mhz spectrometer unless

otherwise mentioned.

thiophene phenyl heterodimer 4; lH NMR ((CD3)2SO) 5 3.85-3.97 (m, lH),

3.98-4.1 (m, lH), 4.45-4.69 (m, lH), 4.64-4.69 (m, lH), 7.00-7.06 (m, 2H, H3

and H4 of thiophene ring), 7.25-7.45 (m, aromatics 6H).

truxiilic acid diamide 5 lH NMR ((0D3)2SO) 5 4.0-4.1 (m, 2H), 4.4-4.55 (m,

2H), 7.2-7.5 (m, aromatics 10H).

dithiophene diamide 6 lH NMR ((0D3)2SO) 5 3.88-4.0 (m, 2H), 4.69-4.80

(m, 2H), 6.9-7.1 (m, 4H), 7.25-7.4 (m, 2H).

truxiflic acid dimethyl ester; lH NMR (80 MHz, CD2CI2) 5 3.21 (s, 6H), 3.8-

4.0 (m, 2H), 4.2-4.4 (m, 2H), 7.3 (br s, 10H).

dithiophene dimethyl ester; lH NMR (80 MHz, CD2C!2)5 3.27 (s, 6H), 3.5-

3.9 (m, 2H), 4.3-4.6 (m, 2H), 6.9-6.9 (m, 4H), 7.08-7.12 (m, 2H).
Dithiophene di S(+)-2-butylester ",lH NMR (CD2CI2) 8 0.58 (tr, 3H), 0.69 (d,

3H), 0.76 (tr, 3H), 1.01 (d, 3H), 1.13-1.25 (m,2H), 1.32-1.47 (m, 2H), 3.75-

3.85 (m, 2H), 4.5-4.65 (m, 4H), 6.89-6.97 (m, 4H), 7.16-7.20 (m, 2H).

Truxillic acid di-S(+)-2-butyleste& lH NMR (CD2CI2) _ (0.52, tr), 0.58 (d,

3H), 0.74 (tr, 3H), 0.92 (d, 3H), 1.06-1.15 (m, 2H), 1.22-1.42 (nn',2H), 3.82-

3.97 (m, 2H), 4.32-4.58 (m, 4H), 7.2-7.3 (m, 2H), 7.3-7.4 (m aromatics 8H)

Di-(S)(+)-2-butylester of 6 lH NMR (CD2CI2) 5 0.45-0.70 (m, consisting of

tr, d and tr), 0.65-0.80 (m, consisting of tr, d and tr), 0.92 (d, 3/2H), 1.01 (d,

3/2H) 1.08-1.5 (2 m, 4H), 3.75-3.85 (m, H), 3.85-3.97 (m, H), 4.3-4.48 (m,

2H), 4.48-4.65 (m), 6.9-7.0 (m, 2H at position 3 and 4 of the thienyl ring),

7.15-7.4 (m, aromatics 6H).

Crystal growth.: Small crystals were grown in beakers by sl0w evaporation

at room temperature, 200 mgr cinnamamide with 20,40 or 60 mgr thienyl

acrylamide in 10ml ethyl acetate. Crystals of pure 2-thienylacrylamide were

grown from a solution of 240 mgr/15ml ethyl acetate. Large crystals used

for the reactions were grown in erlenmeyers from 3.5 gr of cinnamamide

with 700 mgr 2-thienyl acrylamide in 100 ml ethyl acetate. As seed crystals,

cinnamamide grown in presence of o_CI-cinnamic acid, were used because

they tend to develop large {110} faces. A seed crystal was placed in each
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,erlenmeyer. The vessels were kept in a thermostated water bath, whose

temperature was lowered from 45°C by 1°C per day until the crystals were
large enough or 30°C was reached.

Preparation for irradiatJon." As described in Chapter 2, but the petridishes
were covered with "filters", i.e. a film of molten cinnamamide between two
glass slides or filters that cut off X>350nm. The petri dishes were irradiated

with sunlight or sunlamps.

Isolation of the dimers.: The dimers were isolated by disolution of the

irradiated material in ethyl acetate followed by precipitation with hexane.

The precipitate was enriched in dimer. For the preparation of the diesters for

NMR, the enriched material was used without further cleaning. For GC

chromatography ar,d C.D analysis, purification was continued in order to
remove ali the monomer by T.L.C. or P.L.C. in toluene:dioxane:acetic acid =
200:50:8.

Neutron Diffraction Data Collection

The neutron diffraction measurements were carried out at the Brookhaven high-

flux beam reactor using a computer controlled four circle goniometer. The

neutron beam was monochromated by reflection from a Ge or Be crystal. The

specimen crystals were mounted in an aluminum canister and placed inside a

ciosed-cycle helium refrigerator. The crystals were then gradually cooled down
to the appropriate temperature. Details of the neutron diffraction data

measurements on cinnamamide and cinnamamide-thienylacrylamide are given

in Table 2. Crystal absorption corrections were calculated using crystal

dimensions 49.Crystal extinction corrections were applied in the structure-factor

least-squares program. Initial refinement of pure cinnamamide was carried out

using a differential synthesis program5°, followed by least-squares with the
program UPALS51. Description of the refinement of the mixed cinnamamide-

thienylacrylamide crystal is given in the main text.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL avalaible, these include fractional atomic

coordinates and temperature factors of pure cinnamamide, 2-thienylacrylamide

and of the mixed crystal cinnamamide-thienylacrylamide at 100°K.
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Figure 1" Morphology of cinnamamide; (left) pure; (right) grown in the

presence of 2-thienylacrylamide.

Figure 2: Packing arrangement of (E)-cinnamamide. View along the a axis.

The {011} faces are shown and the four symmetry related sites ( 1-
4) are denoted.

Figure 3: Herring-bone contacts between: (a) an absorbed 2-thienyl

acrylamide molecule and a cinnamamide molecule; (b) two
cinnamamide molecules.

Figure 4: Packing arrangement of cinnamamide at the (011)face, showing
the four different surface sites. The filled atoms are those of 2-

thienyl rings in the positions they would assume were they to

replace cinnamamide molecules.

Figure 5: Morphological representation of a cinnamamide crystal, with

sectors of reduced symmetry.

Figure 6 X-ray diffraction scans about the d* (hkl) vector (_ scan) of the

(60S'),(10i)and (207) reflections of sector _,(011)and of the

(007) and (003) reflection of sector A(011), showing

integrated intensities (11)and background (o) for ali
measurable values of _. At some points along the _' scans

very high intensities were recorded, arising from multiple X-
ray diffraction. These points are not indicated.

Figure 7: Gas chromatogram of the O-iPr-N-TFA derivatives of

compounds 4a and 4b of sectors A, A and B. The thiophene

ring was reduced to an n-butylgroup (Chirasil-L-valine

capillary column).)

Figure 8: Circular dichroism spectra of photodimers 4a and 4b obtained

from sectors A and A respectively.

Figure 9: NMR spectrum of the methyl regions of:



(a) The di S-(+)-sec-butyl ester of 6. By esterification the

compound lost its center of inversion and became chiral of

absolute configuration 1S,2R,3R,4S.

(b) The corresponding diester of 5 This compound also has

absolute configuration 1S,2R,3R,4S. The doublets at 1.01

and 0.92 ppm respectively, belong to methyl group A of the

sec-butyl ester at C1, which has absolute configuration S.

Figure 10: NMR spectrum of the methyl region of

(a) The S-(+)-sec-butyl diester mixture of the material isolated

from an A sector, which consistsof 90% heterodimer 4.

The ratio of doublet Al:A3 is 4:6, meaning that the

diastereomer in excess is 1R,2S,3R,4R, 4a.

(b) The corresponding diester of the material isolated from

and A sector, which also consists of 90% heterodimer 4.

In this case the ratio of doublet Al:A3 is 6:4, meaning that the

diastereomer in excess is 1S,2R,3S,4S, 4b.
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(b) The corresponding diester of the material isolated from
and A sector, which also consists of 90% heterodimer 4.

In this case the ratio of doublet Al:A3 is 6:4, meaning that the
diastereomer in excess is 1S,2R,3S,4S, 4b.
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Table 1

X-RAY INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE REFINEMENT
OF PURE MATERIALS.

E-cinnamamide E-2-thienylacrylamide
(a) Crystal Data

Formula CgHgNO C7H7NOS
Spacegroup P21/c POca
a (A) 9.476(1) 19.2728(2)
b 5.0712(6) 8.4191(6)
c 15.625(1) 8.8989(1)

o_(°) 90 90

i] 92.721(1) 90

y 90 90
V(A)3 751.3 1443.9
z 4 4
Temperature (°K) 100 100
X-radiation CuKo_(1.5418 A) CuKc_(1.5418 A)
crystal size 10-1 mm -3 3 x.3 x 3 3 x 3 x 3
No. of reflections measured 2345 1342
No. of independent reflections 1056 1001
Rm(F2)** 0.073 0.014

(b) Crystal Structure Refinement
No. of parameters refined 137 124
R(F) 0.034 0.059
RdF) 0.046 0.066

**Rm(F2)=T_,IF2-Fi21/_FL2 where F2 is the average of the set of observed symmetry-
related structure factors and Fi2 is the lth individual observed structure factor.
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Table 2

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA AND NEUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS*.

Crystal sample E-cinnamamide pure Affected cinnamamide
P1-segment

principal faces {100},{001},{010},{012} {101},{001},{011}
dimensions (mm) 2.8 x 2.0 x 1.1 1.7x 1.9 x 2.2
volume (mm3) 6.30 4.27
absorption coefficient (ll.cm-1) 1.97 0.55

Diffraction measurements

Temperature.(°K) 100.0(5) 200.0(5)
wavelength (A) 1.0353 1.15930(12)
scan method e/2e e/2e

scan lengths (0°<2e<55°) 3.2 3.0
in 2e (55o<2e<111o) 1.79 + 4.83 tan e 1.45 + 2.941 tan e
reciprocal lattice sector (h,-k,+l) (-h,+k,+l)
sine/Xlimit (A-1) 0.68 0.71
No. of observations

total 3528 5060
independent (N) 3276 4618

e

*Cell dimensions a, b, c, o_,[3,"Yare given in Table 3.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA

E-CINNAMAMIDE AT A TEMPERATURE OF 100°K.

Fractional Atomic Coordinates (xl 04) and Displacement Parameters (,h,2x103)•

atom x/a y/b z/c Ueq/iso

0(1) 15_0(t) o.o36(2) 5_19(1) _.7'

N(2) 1123(1) -2298(_) _621(1) 20.

c(3) 1948(t) -170(3) 5671(1) 20

c(_t) 3390(1) -583(3) 6082(1) 21

c(5) 4377(1) 1270(3) 6004(1) 20

C(6) 5837(1) 1235(3) 6367(1) 20.

0(7) 6304(1) -656(3) 6972(1) 22

c(s) 7875(1) 428(3) 7305(_) 25

c(o) 8816(1) 1284(3) 7048(1) 27

c(10) 8171(2) 3170(3) 6460(1) 28

c(11) 6788(1) 3149(3) 6127(1) 24

H(1) 4122(18) 2883(35) 5702(10) 32{ "

H(2) 5669(18) -2020(31) 7140(10) 22

H(3) 8001(19) -1939(34) 7727(11) 39

H(4) 3552(1't ) -2258(32) 6348(10) 29

I"I(5) : 9568(20) 1268(34) 7309(12) 36

H(6) 8786(18) 4508(34) 6284(10) 31

H(7) 6476(16) 4473(32) 5726(11) 25

H(8) 1452(17) -3901(39) 5736(11) 32

H(9) 332(21) -2104(28) 5337(11) 19

where Ueq=(U11 + U22 +U33)/3

- t
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA

2-THIENYLACRYLAMIDE AT A TEMPERATURE OF 100°K.

Fractional Atomic Coordinates (xl 04) and Displacement Parameters (A2x103)

atom x/a y/b _/c Ue_o

S(1) 1398(1)13_3(i) 2148(1) 31

N(2) -52(1) 1267(3) -3299(4) 29

0(3) 484(1)-g87(2)4421(3) 30..

C(4) 359(1) 210(3) -2696(4) 26 -

c(s) 672(2) 819(4)-1120(4) 28

C(6) 1117(2) -441(4) -449(4) 28

cc7) 1456(2)-251C3) lo8_(3) 0.2

C(8) 1861(2) -1277(5) 1912(5) 27

c(9) _.094(2)-775(4) 3358(4) 32

C(10) 1879(2) 677(4) 3674(4) 34.

H(t) 563(16) 1520(37)-665(37) 22

H(2) 1224(22) -1445(45) -974(53) 53

H(3) 1998(23)1254(43)4616(49) 46

H(4) 2412(27)-1300(52) 4083(62) 67

H(S) -218(23)1116(47).4_3(58) 6o

H(6) 199(22)-2949(50)-2180(52) 77

H(7) 1992(19)-2316(17) 1569(44) 60

where Ueq=(U 11 + U22 +U33)/3

...... , .... II ,,, , ii , , ,1111_ ' lP q' i i , I'I '
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• X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA

CINNAMAMIDE/2-THIENYLACRYLAMIDE COMPOSITE MOLECULE

AT A TEMPERATURE OF 100°K.

Fractional Atomic Coordinates (xl04) and Displacement Parameters (,_,2xl 03)

atom x/a y/b z/c K Ueq

O(1) 1539 2042 5423 1.000 31

N(2) i111 -2292 5626 1.000 25

0(3) 1943 -167 5675 1.000 °4

C(4) 3387 -569 6064 1.000 25

C(5) 4381 1268 8005 1.000 24

C(6) 5843 1215 8367 1.000 24

c(7) 6308 -680 6969 922(2) 28

C(8) 7682 -660 7302 .922(2) 30

C(9) 8629 1248 7044 .922(2) 31

C(10) 8187 3138 6458 .922(2) 33

C(11) 6801 3125 612'7 .522(2) 29

S(1) 6493 -799 7066 .078(2) 28

C(6') 5846 1431 6336 .078(2) 24

c(9') 8188 465 7057 .078(2) 31

0(10') 8211 2612 6517 .078(2) 33

C(11') 6916 3147' 6120 .078(2) 29

where Ueq=(U11 + U22 +U33)/3

Since the composite molecule was refined as two rigid bodies the estimated

standard deviations in x,y,z (xlO 4) for cinnamamide and the thiophene ring are

(1,2,1) and (6,8,4) respectively.

The atoms of the thiophene ring are marked with an asterisk'.

ii .......



X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA

ClNNAMAMIDE/2-THIENYLACRYLAMIDE COMPOSITE MOLECULE

AT A TEMPERATURE OF 100°K.

Fractional Atomic Coordinates (x104) and Displacement Parameters (,/k2xl 03)

ar,orn x/a y/b z/c If. U_o

H(12) 4128 2874 5704 1.000 36

H(13) 3545 -2266 6348 1.000 36

H(14) 5669 -2041 7137 .922(2) 40

H(15) 8006 -1973 7721 .922(2) 40

H(16) 9583 1226 7304 .922(2) 40

H(17) 8806 4473 6282 .922(2) 40

H(18) 6490 4451 5726 .922(2) 40

H(I') 1436 -3899 5740 1.000 33

H(2') 318 -2094 5342 1.000. 36

H(16') 895 -208 7409 .078(2) 38

H(17') 908 3659 6477 .078(2) 38

H(18') 684 --4674 5717 .078(2) 38

Since the composite molecule was refined as two rigid bodies the estimated

standard deviations in x,y,z (xlO 4) for cinnamamide and the thiophene ring are

(1,2,1) and (6,8,4) respectively.

The atoms of the thiophene ring are marked with an asterisk'.
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION DATA

E-CINNAMAMIDE AT A TEMPERATURE OF 100°K.

Atomic Positional Parameters of Pure Cinnamamide

A_om x y z

C5 0.43838(5) 0.12898(11) 0.60021(3)

Ol 0.15401(7) 0.20345(12) 0.54190(5)

N2 0.11172(4) -0.23053(7) 0.56191(3)

C3 0.19497(5) -0.01735(I0) 0.56711(3)

C4 0.33911(5) -0.05787(I0) 0.60648(3)

C7 0.62978(5) -0.06709(I1) 0.69709(3)

C8 0.76805(6) -0.06326(Ii) 0.73121(4)

C6 0.58352(5) 0.12261(11) 0.63690(3)

C9 0.86289(6) 0.12821(12) 0.70527(4)

CI0 0.81808(6) 0.31821(12) 0.64612(4)

CII 0.67904(6) 0.31653(11) 0.61266(3)

Hl2 0.40830(14) 0.3052&(27) 0.56371(9)
Hl3 0.36018(14) -.24276(27) 0.63977(10)

Hl4 0.55757(14) -0.2!717(29) 0.71815(9)

Hl5 0.80167(15) -0.21003(32) 0.77861(10)

Hl6 0.97070(14) 0.12828(35) 0.73196(10)

Hl7 0.89076(15) 0.46935(33) 0.62602(11)

Hl8 0.64459(16) 0.46717(29) 0.56682(9) _

HNI 0.01585(12) -0.21503(25) 0.52920(8)

HN2 0.15179(14) 0.41368(23) 0.57182(9)

Thermal Parameters of Pure Cinnamamide (x102)*

A_om UI ! U22 U33 UI 2 UI3 U23

C5 1.16(2) 1.23(2) 1.66(2) -0.08(2) -0.27(2) 0.12(2)

Ol 1.57(3) 0.92(2) 3.36(3) 0.08(2) -1.00(2) 0.05(2)

N2 1.26(I) I.I1(2) 2.26(2) -0.i0(I) -O.A2(1) O.10(1)

C3 1.12(2) 0.93(2) 1.83(2) 0.04(2) -0.34(2)-0.13(2)

CA 1.12(2) 1.14(2) 1.93(2) 0.02(2) -0.35(2) 0.13(2)

C7 1.07(2) 1.55(2) 1.83(2) -0.10(2) -O.14(2) 0.37(2)

C8 1.13(2) 2.01(3) 2.24(2) 0.03(2) -0.32(2) 0.37(2)
C6 1.07(2) 1.30(2) 1.35(2) -0.11(2) -0.08(2) 0.03(2)

C9 1.08(2 )2.24(3 )2.31(3) -0.26(2) -0.17(2)-0.07(2)

CI0 1.41(2) 2.11(3) 2.30(3) -0.67(2) -0.07(2) 0.15(2)

Cll 1.52"(2) 1.69(2) 1.86(2) -0.48(2 )-0.13(2) 0.29(2)

Hl2 3.18(6) 2.76(6) 4.84(7) -0.32(5) -1.25(5) 1.55(6)

Hl3 2.96(6) 2.36(6) 5 83(3) -0.15(5) -1.37(6) 1.56(6)

Hl4 2.65(6) 3.36(7) A 57(1) -0.97(5) -0.35(I) 1.71(6)

Hl5 2.95(6) 4.30(8) 5 09(8) 0.03(6) -1.I0(6) 2.18(7)
Hl6 1.93(5) 4.84(8) 5 22(8) -0.37(6) -1.00(5) 0.42(7)

Hl7 3.02(6) 4.34(8) 5 34(8) -1.92(6) -0.i1(6) 1.23(7)

Hl8 3.78(7) 3.38(7) 4 42(7) -0.77(6) -0.80(6) 1.86(6)

HNI 2.09(5 )2.54(5) 4 02(6) -0.16(4) -1.06(4) 0.14(5)

HN2 2.69(6) 1.77(50)4 71(7) 0.17(4) -0.60(5) 0.54(5)

*Anisotropic thermal factors have the form-

exp(-2_2%Ehihjak'aj'Uij)
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